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Abstract 

This study aimed to compare differential item functioning (DIF) and differential step function (DSF) detection 

methods in polytomous items under various conditions. In this context, the study examined Kazakhstan and Turkey 

data obtained from the ICT Familiarity Questionnaire in PISA 2018. Mantel test, Liu-Agresti statistics, Cox β, and 

poly-SIBTEST methods were used for polytomous DIF analysis while Adjacent Category Logistic Regression 

Model and Cumulative Category Log Odds Ratio methods were used for DSF analysis. This study was carried out 

by using “differential category combining, focus group sample size, focus group: reference group sample ratio and 

DIF/DSF detection method”. SAS and R software were utilized in the creation of conditions; SIBTEST was used 

for poly-SIBTEST analysis and DIFAS programs were used for the other methods. Analyses demonstrated that 

the number of items with large DIF was higher in the small sample according to the polytomous DIF detecting 

methods. Likewise, the number of steps with large DSF is higher in large samples according to the DSF methods. 

However, it was found that the methods give more consistent results in large samples. During the steps, the DIF 

value was lower in the items containing DSF with the opposite sign; therefore, not performing DSF analysis on an 

item with no DIF may yield erroneous results. Although the differential category combining conditions created 

within the scope of the research did not have a systematic effect on the results, it was suggested to examine this 

situation in future studies, considering that the frequency of marking the combined categories differentiated the 

results. 

 

Keywords: polytomous differential item function, differential step function, adjacent approach, cumulative 

approach, AC-LOR, CU-LOR 

 

Introduction 

Valid measures are needed for test scores to reflect individuals’ real scores and for interpretations to 

display the correct results. Validity, which is an aspect of theory and evidence (American Educational 

Research Association et al., 2014) that supports interpretations or decisions made based on test scores, 

is one of the most important features that must exist in measurement tools. Tests should measure all 

individuals with the same accuracy, regardless of variables unrelated to the measured construct (Sireci 

& Rios, 2013). It would be misleading to compare different countries or groups with a test that does not 

mean the same thing for everyone, in other words, when the degree of serving its purpose varies 

according to groups or countries. In this respect, the property measured by the test items should be 

invariant according to individuals, groups, and countries. The invariance of the items means that the 

response probabilities of the items do not change according to the groups with the same characteristics. 

Item and test bias are the most important threats to validity (Clauser & Mazor, 1998). 
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Differential Item Functioning  

Detecting the biased items in a test should include, first of all, determining whether the items have a 

DIF. DIF refers to the fact that the probability of answering an item correctly differs between individuals 

with the same ability level in different subgroups (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Hambleton et al., 1991). 

Examination of DIF studies in the literature shows that while dichotomous (two-category) items were 

studied first, in recent years, detecting DIF has been more common on polytomous items as well as 

dichotomous items with the widespread use of performance-based evaluation. Unlike dichotomous 

items, DIF can take different forms in polytomous items due to the number of response categories. 

Various DIF detection methods are cited in the literature, and these methods are classified in different 

ways in different sources (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Zumbo, 2007; Ellis & Raju, 2003). DIF detection 

in polytomous items is more complex than DIF detection in dichotomous items. Based on the invariance 

in polytomous items, the form of invariance may differ in score levels. So that, while invariance cannot 

be achieved at one score level, it can be achieved at other score levels and in cases where invariance 

cannot be achieved in the item, DIF can be observed in favor of the reference group at one score level 

and in favor of the focus group at another score level (Penfield et al., 2008). 

 

Mantel test  

The Mantel test statistic, an extension of the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) test, was developed to determine 

the relationship between matched groups on variables at the ordinal scale level (Mantel, 1963). DIF 

analysis with the Mantel test includes testing the null hypothesis with statistics on the chi-square 

distribution at one degree of freedom. In this context, equation of the Mantel test analysis is as follows 

(Zwick et al., 1993): 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑙 𝜒2 =
(∑ 𝐹𝑘 − ∑ 𝐸(𝐹𝑘)𝑘𝑘 )2

∑ 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐹𝑘)𝑘
 

 

The Mantel statistic has a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. The rejection of the null 

hypothesis as a result of this test indicates that the item contains DIF. 

 

Liu Agresti estimator  

Although the Liu Agresti estimator is not as common as other MH based methods, it is a recommended 

method for DIF analysis for polytomous items (Penfield & Algina, 2003). Odds ratios are used in the 

Liu Agresti estimation. 

 

Cox’s β statistic  

Cox’s β statistic is a mathematically equal but conceptually a different approach to the Mantel test (Cox, 

1958) and it assumes that the data come from a decentralized multivariate hypergeometric distribution 

with β parameter. The β value is calculated as follows (Camilli & Congdon, 1999). 

 

β̂ =
∑ ∑ 𝐽(𝑛𝑅𝐽𝑘 −𝐽𝑘 𝜏𝐽𝑘)

∑ 𝜁𝑘
2

𝑘

 

 

A significant difference in β value from zero means that the item contains DIF. 
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Poly-SIBTEST  

The poly-SIBTEST statistic used for DIF detection in polytomous items is an extension of SIBTEST 

used in dichotomous items and is a non-parametric model (Chang et al., 1996). 

The SIBTEST method presents an effect size (β) that indicates the DIF values as well as the presence of 

DIF in the item. The estimation of the β effect size, which is defined as the expected group difference 

in the item thought to have DIF at each valid subtest score level, is defined as follows: 

 

β̂ = ∑ 𝑝𝑘(�̅�𝑅𝑘 − �̅�𝐹𝑘)

𝑛𝑚

𝑘=0

 

 

The β effect size index proposed by Roussos and Stout (1996) as the SIBTEST effect size is also used 

to interpret the poly-SIBTEST DIF index in dichotomous and polytomous items (Henderson, 2001). 

DIF detection methods, which are widely used in polytomous items, are based on examining the 

invariance at the item level (Penfield & Lam, 2000). In approaches such as Mantel's chi-square statistic 

(Mantel, 1963) and the Generalized Mantel Haenszel (GMH) statistic (Somes, 1986); a single DIF index 

is given because the general invariance collected at all score levels is measured. In this case, it cannot 

be determined from which score level DIF originates. Therefore, efforts to identify possible causes of 

DIF and the item revision process with the contribution of experts are less efficient after the DIF 

analyses, making it more challenging both in terms of time and economy. 

 

Differential Step Functioning  

Differential step functioning is a comprehensive approach used to describe the “between-group 

difference” in measured properties in a particular step of a polytomous item (Penfield, 2007). Unlike 

DIF analyses, which give a single statistic for the item, DSF analyses yield as many statistics as the 

number of steps in the item. So, the differential step functioning can be viewed as a subset of the 

differential item functioning that focuses on DIF effects in the item. 

Evaluation of DSF in a polytomous item begins by dividing the item into J= r-1 step function (where r 

is the number of score levels in the item). Each step function defines the probability of progressing, or 

"stepping through", from each score level to a successively higher score level. If there is a difference 

between the groups in one or more of the step functions of the item, it is concluded that the item exhibits 

DSF. DSF analysis can be performed by using different approaches. Logistic regression (French & 

Miller, 1996) and IRT-based approaches such as Graded Response Model (GRM) (Cohen et al., 1993) 

and the Partial Credit Model (PCM) (Penfield et al., 2008) can be given as examples. In this study, DSF 

detection was done with the most common DSF methods used in the literature: Adjacent Category 

Logistic Regression Model (AC-LOR) and Cumulative Category Log Odds Ratio (CU-LOR) methods. 

For this purpose, Penfield’s (2008) probability ratio approach was used which compared the probability 

of success of the focus and reference group members with the same observed score at step j. 

Accordingly, the test takers are divided into score groups according to the raw total scores of a test with 

possible score values k = 1, 2, 3,…., K. In this context, the ratio of the probability of success of the 

reference group at step j to the probability of success of the focus group is calculated as follows: 

 

�̂�𝑗 =
∑ 𝐴𝑗𝑘𝐷𝑗𝑘 ∕ 𝑁𝑗𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1

∑ 𝐵𝑗𝑘𝐶𝑗𝑘 ∕ 𝑁𝑗𝑘
𝐾
𝑘=1
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𝐴𝑗𝑘: Number of reference group members who succeeded in step j.  

𝐵𝑗𝑘: Number of reference group members who failed in step j.  

𝐶𝑗𝑘: Number of focus group members who succeeded in step j. 

𝐷𝑗𝑘: Number of focus group members who failed in step j. 

𝑁𝑗𝑘: 𝐴𝑗𝑘 + 𝐵𝑗𝑘 + 𝐶𝑗𝑘 + 𝐷𝑗𝑘 

 

This value is equivalent to the Mantel-Haenszel probability ratio for dichotomous items and each step 

is considered as a dichotomous item (Gattamorta & Penfield, 2012). The natural logarithm of �̂�𝑗is 

denoted by �̂�𝑗. �̂�𝑗 with a value of zero means no DSF, a negative �̂�𝑗 value means DSF in favor of the 

focus group, and a positive �̂�𝑗 value means that DSF exists in favor of the reference group. 

 

Adjacent Category Approach 

When performing DSF analysis on polytomous items, each of the J step functions is defined using the 

adjacent category approach, which is consistent with Generalized Partial Credit Model (GPCM). Under 

this approach, j. step function expresses the probability of successfully progressing from the j-1 score 

level to the j score level. 

 

Cumulative Category Approach 

When performing DSF analysis on polytomous items, each of the J step functions is defined using the 

cumulative category approach, which is consistent with GRM. Under this approach, j. step function 

indicates the probability of successfully progressing from 0, 1, …, j-1 score level to j, …, J score level. 

Therefore, in the DSF analysis under the cumulative approach, all scores are taken into account in total, 

unlike the adjacent category approach. Therefore, it is very important to know the approach used to 

define the step function in the interpretation of step level parameters. 

DSF analyses are an important component of a comprehensive DIF analysis for polytomous items. In 

recent years, researchers have argued by citing many reasons that each score level should be taken into 

account instead of a single total score level while examining the invariance form in polytomous items 

(Gattamorta & Penfield, 2012). One of these reasons is that many omnibus DIF methods such as the 

poly-SIBTEST and the Standard Mean Difference (SMD) show relatively low power when the DSF 

effect changes in sign or values in steps of a polytomous item (Penfield & Algina, 2003; Wang & Su, 

2004). The second reason is related to the fact that the omnibus DIF methods give a value representative 

of the DSF aggregated across all steps, and thus large values of DSF at certain steps may be missed if 

only one step has a large amount of DSF or if the DSF is of opposite sign across the steps. Therefore, 

calculating the DSF for each step will allow important information to be noticed and taken into account. 

Finally, with such an approach, it will be possible to understand which score levels are responsible for 

the violation of invariance, and thus, information about the possible causes of DIF will be obtained. 

Examination of the studies in which DIF and DSF analyses are performed in conjunction shows that 

they are rather limited. The statistics in the studies were undertaken mostly on simulation data, and when 

real data were used, the focus was usually on the current situation (Akour et al., 2015; Ayodele, 2017; 

Benítez et al., 2015; Gattamorta & Penfield, 2012; Miller et al., 2010;  Penfield, 2007; Penfield et al., 

2008; Penfield, 2008; Penfield, 2010). This study aimed to compare the DIF and DSF detection methods 

in polytomous items by manipulating the conditions on real data, and in line with this purpose, answers 

were sought to the following questions. 
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1. Do the DIF values obtained by polytomous DIF methods change based on differential category 

combining and focus group:reference group (F:R) sample ratios when the focus group sample size is 

200 (small)? 

2. Do the DIF values obtained by polytomous DIF methods change based on differential category 

combining and F:R sample ratios when the focus group sample size is 1000 (large)? 

3. Do the DSF values obtained by DSF methods change based on differential category combining and F:R 

sample ratios when the focus group sample size is 200 (small)? 

4. Do the DSF values obtained by DSF methods change based on differential category combining and F:R 

sample ratios when the focus group sample size is 1000 (large)? 

5. Do the DIF values obtained by polytomous DIF methods with differential category combination rule 

and F:R sample ratios differ according to sample size? 

6. Do the DSF values obtained by DSF methods with differential category combination rule and F:R 

sample ratios differ according to sample size? 

7. In terms of DSF, how are the similarity rates in classifying the item steps of the methods according to 

the sample sizes of the focal group? 

 

Methods 

This research conducted with correlational survey model compared the polytomous DIF/ DSF detection 

methods on the items taken from PISA 2018 under various conditions. 

 

Study Group 

The sample of the research included items related to the frequency of digital device use at school (IC011) 

within the scope of the “ICT Familiarity Questionnaire” in PISA 2018, which was used for students 

from Kazakhstan, Turkey and the United States of America (USA). In selecting the countries, firstly, 

the country rankings in the field of reading skills (weighted area) were examined according to the results 

of PISA 2018, and the countries were divided into three groups as low, medium, and high level. 

Considering the fact that the relevant survey was not applied to all of the countries participating in PISA 

2018, two conditions (success and economic level) were taken into account in addition to answering this 

survey in selecting the countries. Therefore, Kazakhstan (69th), a non-OECD country, was selected from 

the low-level group, Turkey (40th), an OECD country, was selected from the middle-level group and 

the USA (13th), an OECD country, was selected from the high-level group. This study included the 

results obtained from comparing Turkey-Kazakhstan, which better reflect the results, in order to ensure 

that the text would be concise and more precise. The results of the Turkey-USA comparison are included 

in Kuzu (2021). 

 

Data Collection 

The research data were obtained from the official internet address of the OECD 

(https://www.oecd.org/pisa/data/2018database) where the PISA 2018 data were announced. In this 

context, the data of Kazakhstan and Turkey, for which the “ICT Familiarity Questionnaire” was 

answered within the scope of PISA 2018, was studied. The questionnaire includes items related to digital 

media and digital devices such as desktop computers, laptops, smartphones. The questionnaire consists 

of different sections, such as the possibility of accessing digital tools at home/school or the time allotted 

to digital devices. In this study, 10 items -5-point Likert type- related to the frequency of use of digital 

devices in school (IC011) were examined. As a result of expert opinions, it was decided that the items 

measured the same dimension and could be summed. The scores obtained from the questionnaire varied 
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between 10 and 50; high scores meant that the frequency of using digital devices at school was high 

while low scores meant that the frequency of using digital devices at school was low. Table 1 presents 

the descriptive statistics and score category distributions for each item on the basis of countries. 

 

Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics and Score Category Distributions for the Items in the Data Collection Tool 

 

According to Table 1, the highest mean for all countries was obtained in item 3 ( �̅�𝐾𝐴𝑍 = 2.79, �̅�𝑇𝑈𝑅 =
2.20) and the lowest mean for all countries was obtained in item 6 ( �̅�𝐾𝐴𝑍 = 2.17 , �̅�𝑇𝑈𝑅 = 1.34) in the 

“ICT Familiarity Questionnaire” in the items related to the frequency of using digital devices at school. 

However, it was found that the item means were mostly above 2 for the Kazakhstan data and below 2 

for the Turkey data. In this case, it can be argued that the students who participated in PISA 2018 from 

Turkey had a low level of digital device use at school. On the other hand, examination of the score 

category distributions of the items shows that more than half of the data for Turkey was concentrated in 

the 1st category in the majority of the items, whereas specifically the 4th and 5th categories were marked 

less. It is noteworthy that, the 5th category was not marked at all in items 2, 5, and 6 and the ratio of 

students who marked the 5th category in items 4, 7, 8, and 9 was below 1%. When the Kazakhstan data 

     Score Category Distributions (%) 

Item Country �̅� Sd 
Kurtosi

s 

Skewne

ss 

Item-

Total 

Correla

tion 

1 2 3 4 5 

I1 KAZ 2.71 1.43 -1.30 .20 .63 29.7 17.1 20.0 19.0 14.2 

 TUR 1.78 1.16 .41 1.27 .43 61.9 13.2 13.1 8.6 3.3 

I2 KAZ 2.38 1.31 -.92 .52 .79 35.8 20.6 21.6 13.7 8.2 

 TUR 1.39 .74 2.19 1.79 .58 74.5 13.9 9.9 1.8  

I3 KAZ 2.79 1.30 -1.06 .11 .79 21.9 19.5 27.6 19.3 11.6 

 TUR 2.20 1.15 -.64 .57 .52 37.3 22.8 25.9 10.3 3.6 

I4 KAZ 2.54 1.32 -1.06 .33 .84 30.3 20.1 24.0 16.4 9.2 

 TUR 1.56 .88 1.27 1.47 .65 66.0 16.9 13.1 3.5 .5 

I5 KAZ 2.22 1.29 -.73 .69 .78 42.6 18.9 19.7 12.0 6.8 

 TUR 1.36 .73 2.82 1.97 .64 77.5 11.3 9.4 1.9  

I6 KAZ 2.17 1.27 -.66 .72 .77 43.5 19.1 19.9 11.5 6.0 

 TUR 1.34 .69 2.87 1.97 .60 77.4 12.5 8.9 1.3  

I7 KAZ 2.62 1.27 -.99 .24 .82 25.5 21.3 27.2 17.1 8.8 

 TUR 1.96 1.13 -.23 .89 .49 48.8 19.9 20.5 8.0 2.8 

I8 KAZ 2.49 1.30 -1.00 .38 .84 31.4 20.7 24.0 15.5 8.5 

 TUR 1.52 .86 1.98 1.63 .59 67.9 16.7 12.0 2.7 .7 

I9 KAZ 2.54 1.30 -1.03 .34 .84 29.6 20.9 24.4 16.2 8.8 

 TUR 1.51 .86 2.31 1.69 .64 68.1 17.0 11.4 2.6 .9 

I10 KAZ 2.55 1.32 -1.06 .33 .84 29.7 20.7 23.7 16.4 9.5 

 TUR 1.78 1.04 .66 1.21 .61 55.4 20.8 16,5 5,0 2,3 
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was examined, it was found that the distribution spread to all category levels. For both countries, the 1st 

category was marked the most and the 5th category the least. 

Dimensionality  

Exploratory factor analysis was performed to examine the dimensionality of the scale. The sample size 

of the country data was determined by the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) coefficient and the distribution 

of the data was checked with the Bartlett Test of Sphericity. The KMO coefficients for country data 

ranged between .87-.94. According to Kaiser (1970), the value of KMO takes a value between 0 and 1, 

and when this value approaches 1, it means that the sample size is suitable for factor analysis. On the 

other hand, when the results of the Bartlett Test of Sphericity were examined, the chi-square value was 

found to be statistically significant for all two countries (𝜒2
𝐾𝐴𝑍(45) = 101454.496 , 𝜒2

𝑇𝑈𝑅(45) =

16161.504 ; p<,01)  and therefore, the data were suitable for exploratory factor analysis. In this context, 

the results of the exploratory factor analysis are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 

Factors Obtained as a result of Exploratory Factor Analysis and Amount of Variance Explained 

   Eigenvalue  % of variance 

IC011 KAZ Factor 1  7.01 70.09 

TUR Factor 1 6.279 62.791 

 

The result of the exploratory factor analysis demonstrated a single component with an eigenvalue above 

1 for the Kazakhstan and Turkey data, therefore it was unidimensional. Table 3 presents the results 

regarding the factor loadings of the items. 

 

Table 3 

Factor Loading Values for Items Found via Exploratory Factor Analysis 

 
Item  

Factor Loading 

 KAZ            TUR 

IC011 I1 .69 .66 

I2 .83 .79 

I3 .82 .70 

I4 .88 .85 

I5 .83 .86 

I6 .82 .83 

I7 .86 .72 

I8 .88 .84 

I9 .88 .85 

I10 .88 .80 

 

Table 3 presents the factor loading values obtained for the items as a result of the exploratory factor 

analysis. In general, factor loading values varied between .66 and .88. 

Items examined within the scope of the research: Ayodele (2017) developed a 20-item test and analyzed 

the research questions by manipulating 2 items. In this study, three items were chosen to be interpreted 

due to the high number of research conditions. Psychometric properties were taken into account in the 
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selection of the items, and the items with the highest item-total correlation for the two countries were 

selected because they had the highest representative power in the scale. Table 4 shows that the items 

with the highest item-total test correlations for both countries were Items 4, 9, and 10. In this context, 

polytomous DIF and DSF analysis results for Item 4, Item 9, and Item 10 were reported and interpreted.  

The results of the research are limited to the data, methods and conditions used in the research. 

 

Conditions that were examined in this study 

This section presents the conditions manipulated in the research. 

Category combining rule. First of all, items that were currently coded in the 5-point scale type (1-5) 

were coded as (0-4) in accordance with the working principles of the DIFAS 5.0 program (Penfield, 

2013). Since the aim was to change the number of item categories, afterwards, the categories were 

combined. All possible combinations in category combination were taken into account, paying attention 

to the fact that the combined categories were adjacent (Gelin & Zumbo, 2003; Göçer-Şahin et al., 2016). 

Table 4 presents the category combining conditions created for the purpose of this research. 

 

Table 4 

Category Combination Conditions Created within the Scope of the Research Goal 

  Before Recoding New 

categories 

Explanation 

three-category 

1st condition (C1) 

(1,2) 0 (1 and 2) and (4 and 5) 

merged.  3 1 

(4,5) 2 

2nd condition (C2) 1 0 (2 and 3) and (4 and 5) 

merged. (2,3) 1 

(4,5) 2 

3rd condition (C3) (1,2) 0 (1 and 2) and (3 and 4) 

merged.  (3,4) 1 

5 2 

four-category 4th condition (C4) (1,2) 0 (1 and 2) merged.  

3 1 

4 2 

5 3 

5th condition (C5) 1 0 (2 and 3) merged. 

(2,3) 1 

4 2 

5 3 

6th condition (C6) 

1 0 (4 and 5) merged. 

2 1 

3 2 

(4,5) 3 

7th condition (C7) 1 0 (3 and 4) merged. 

2 1 

(3,4) 2 

5 3 

five-category 

8th condition (C8) 

1 0 It has been recoded due to 

the conditions of the DIFAS 

5.0 program. 
2 1 

3 2 

4 3 

5 4 

 

According to Table 4, a total of eight category combination conditions were obtained in the analysis of 

the data: three for three-category data, four for four-category data, and one for five-category data. 
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Sample size and focus group-reference group sample ratio. Another condition examined in the study 

was the focus group sample size. Sample size is very important in DIF studies. If the sample size is too 

small, it leads to poor parameter estimation, thus no DIF and if the sample is too large, it may cause 

hypersensitivity in DIF detection (Ayodele, 2017). For this reason, this study aimed to make the right 

decision via working with different sample sizes. Examination of the studies conducted with polytomous 

items demonstrated that the studies were performed with data from at least 440 individuals (40 focus 

group-400 reference group) while the common approach was to use data of 100 to 2000 people 

(Ankenmann et al., 1999; Elosua & Wells, 2013; Gonzalez-Roma et al., 2006; Meade & Lautenschlager, 

2004; Wood, 2011). The focus group sample in this study was addressed had two different sizes: 200 

(small) and 1000 (large). However, (focus group): (reference group) sample ratios were examined in 

three conditions as 2:1, 1:1, and 1:3. In this case, while the sample size of focus group was 200, the 

sample size of reference group was 100, 200 and 600; while the sample size of focus group was 1000, 

the sample size of reference group was 500, 1000 and 3000. 

Polytomous DIF/ DSF detection methods. Mantel test, Liu Agresti, Cox’s β, and poly- SIBTEST were 

used to determine DIF while AC-LOR and CU-LOR analyses were performed as DSF detection 

methods. 

 

Data Analysis  

Polytomous DIF Analyses 

DIFAS 5.0 program (Penfield, 2013) was used for the Mantel test, Liu Agresti estimation, and Cox's β 

statistics from among polytomous DIF detection methods. First of all, the data were re-coded to start 

from 0 as the smallest value in accordance with the operating principles of the relevant program (1=0, 

2=1, 3=2, 4=3, 5=4) and the total score was used as the matching variable in the analyses. A research 

design with 8*2*3*4 = 192 cells was created for polytomous DIF analysis including category combining 

rules (8), focus group sample size (2), focus group: reference group sample ratio (3), and DIF detection 

method (4). For interpretation of the Mantel test results, the critical value for Type I error probability at 

the .01 level was accepted as 6.63. On the other hand, while interpreting the Liu Aggresti statistic, the 

standardized Liu Aggresti Cumulative Common Log-Odds Ratio (LOR Z) value in the analysis outputs 

was used. If this value is greater than 2 or less than -2, DIF is present in the item. A positive Liu Agresti 

statistic points to the existence of DIF in favor of the reference group while a negative statistic points to 

the existence of DIF in favor of the focus group. Another statistic obtained from DIFAS program outputs 

in this study was Cox’s β statistics. If the Cox Z value, which is obtained by dividing the Cox's β table 

value by its standard error, is greater than 2 or less than -2, DIF is present in the item. If this value is 

positive, the existence of DIF works in favor of the reference group, and if it is negative, the existence 

of DIF works in favor of the focus group (Penfield, 2013). 

The last DIF analysis was performed with the poly-SIBTEST method for polytomous items. While 

interpreting the results of the analysis conducted by using the SIBTEST program, the β value was taken 

into consideration and the values |𝛽| ≥ 0.088 were marked as DIF (C level) (Roussos & Stout, 1996). 

 

DSF Analyses 

DIFAS 5.0 program was used for CU-LOR and AC-LOR statistics to determine whether the items had 

DSF. The calculated DSF values for each step of each item were examined. In this context, the �̂�𝑗 values 

obtained from the analysis outputs were interpreted and the items showing large DSF in the steps were 

marked separately for both methods. The |�̂�𝑗| > 0.64 criterion was taken into account for marking items 

with large DSF (Penfield, 2007; Penfield et al., 2008). 

The findings section presents the results of the polytomous DIF and DSF analyses for the selected items 

with the help of graphics. Critical values of each method are indicated with dashed lines to facilitate the 
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interpretation of the graphs. In this context, in addition to the critical values indicated with dashed lines 

in Cox’s β, the Liu Agresti, and poly-SIBTEST, the values above the line in the Mantel test statistic 

point to large DIF. Similarly, the values outside the critical values presented by the dashed lines for the 

DSF analyses indicate that the item step exhibits large DSF under the relevant conditions. In the DIF 

and DSF graphs, the DIF/ DSF level increases as you move away from the critical values. 

 

Results 

Findings Related to Research Question 1 

Figure 1 presents the results obtained according to polytomous DIF methods (The Mantel test, the Liu-

Agresti statistics, Cox’s β, poly-SIBTEST) under varying conditions when the focus group sample size 

was 200 (small). 

 

Figure 1 

The change in the DIF values in the items when the focus group sample size was 200. 

 

 

 

The examination of the change in the DIF values in the items in Figure 1 showed that Item 4 did not 

show large DIF for almost all sample size ratios and under all conditions according to the Mantel test, 

the Liu-Agresti and Cox β methods and DIF values were below critical values. According to the poly-

SIBTEST method, while the first two sample size ratios showed negative large DIF in the last conditions, 

large DIF was not observed in other conditions and with 1:3 sample size ratio. The examination of Item 

9 showed that values close to the critical value were obtained in the first two sample size ratios when 
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methods other than the poly-SIBTEST method were used. While the sample size ratio was 1:3, there 

was an increase in the DIF values calculated for the item and a positive large DIF was obtained in all 

methods and conditions. Finally, the examination of Item 10 showed that the DIF values obtained in the 

Cox’s β and Liu Agresti methods were around the critical value and higher DIF values were obtained at 

a sample size of 1:3. In the Mantel test and poly-SIBTEST methods, the sudden increase in C5, C6, C7 

and C8 conditions was remarkable, especially at the sample size ratio of 1:1. However, these changes 

did not show a systematic pattern on the basis of conditions. 

 

Findings Related to Research Question 2 

Figure 2 presents the results obtained according to polytomous DIF methods (the Mantel test, the Liu-

Agresti statistics, Cox β, poly-SIBTEST) under varying conditions when the focus group sample size 

was 1000 (large). 

 

Figure 2 

The change in the DIF values in the items when the focus group sample size was 1000. 

 

 

 

The change in the DIF values in the items in Figure 2 was examined. It was observed that Item 4 did not 

indicate large DIF almost with all sample size ratios and under all conditions for all methods, and DIF 

values were found to be below the critical values. The examination of Item 9 showed that the first two 

sample size ratios exhibited a very large DIF in all methods, except for the poly-SIBTEST method. The 

DIF values obtained were found to increase positively as the sample size ratio increased. In the poly-
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SIBTEST method, there were conditions below the critical value as well as large DIF values. Finally, 

the examination of Item 10 demonstrated that the DIF values obtained in the Cox’s β and the Liu Agresti 

methods were below the critical value in the C1 and C4 conditions at a sample size ratio of 2:1, but 

exhibited large DIF in all other conditions, with the highest DIF values at the sample size of 1:3. In the 

poly-SIBTEST method, while large DIF was obtained in some conditions, the values obtained under 

some conditions were below the critical value. Similar situations were obtained in general based on the 

sample size ratios. 

 

Findings Related to Sub-Problem 3 

Figure 3 presents the results obtained according to the DSF methods (AC-LOR, CU-LOR) under varying 

conditions when the focus group sample size was 200 (small). 

 

Figure 3 

The change in the DSF values in the item steps when the focus group sample size was 200. 

 

 

When the change in the DSF values in the item steps in Figure 3 was examined, it was seen that large 

DSF values were obtained in the positive direction in the 1st step of Item 4 under some conditions. The 

values of DSF obtained from the AC-LOR method were mostly higher than the values obtained from 

the CU-LOR method. Large DSF values were observed in the negative direction in the other steps of 

Item 4. Large DSF values were obtained for all conditions and sample ratios in Step 1 of Item 9. The 

examination of Step 2 showed that the DSF values were below the critical value in all sample ratios and 

almost all conditions based on the AC-LOR method while positive large DSF was obtained especially 

in C6, C7, and C8 conditions in the CU-LOR method. While the sample size ratio was 1:2 in Step 3, 
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negative DSF was observed in some conditions, while these values remained below the critical value in 

other sample size ratios. When Step 4 was examined, it was seen that it exhibited higher DSF in the 

negative direction compared to the AC-LOR method. Finally, the examination of the Steps in Item 10 

showed that large DSF was not obtained in the Step 1, except for some conditions where the sample size 

ratio was 1:2. In Steps 2 and 3, large DSF was obtained mostly in the negative direction. The values of 

DSF obtained from the CU-LOR method were higher than the values of DSF obtained from the AC-

LOR method. Large DSF was observed in all sample size ratios according to the CU-LOR method in 

Step 4. Large DSF was not obtained with sample size ratios 1:1 and 1:3 with the AC-LOR method. 

 

Findings Related to Research Question 4 

Figure 4 presents the results obtained according to DSF methods (AC-LOR, CU-LOR) under varying 

conditions when the focus group sample size was 1000 (large). 

 

Figure 4 

The change in the DSF values in the item steps when the focus group sample size was 1000. 

 

 

The change in the DSF values in the item steps in Figure 4 was examined and it was seen that large DSF 

was not observed in the 1st Step of Item 4, except for the C8 condition. DSF values obtained from the 

AC-LOR method were higher in some conditions while DSF values obtained from the CU-LOR method 

were higher in other conditions. The DSF values calculated in the other item steps were below the critical 

value. In Step 1 of Item 9, large DSF values were obtained in almost all conditions and sample ratios. 

The examination of Step 2 showed that DSF values were below the critical value in all sample ratios 

and under all conditions in the AC-LOR method; on the other hand, large DSF was obtained in the 
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positive direction in some conditions in the CU-LOR method. The DSF values calculated in all 

conditions and sample size ratios in Steps 3 and 4 were below the critical values. Finally, the 

examination of the steps in Item 10 demonstrated that large DSF values were not obtained in the 1st Step 

in general. In Steps 2 and 3, large DSF was obtained in the negative direction under some conditions. 

The values of DSF obtained from the CU-LOR method were higher than the values of DSF obtained 

from the AC-LOR method. In step 4, large DSF was observed in all sample size ratios according to the 

CU-LOR method. Large DSF was not obtained in the AC-LOR method when the sample size ratio was 

2:1 and 1:3. 

 

Findings Related to Research Question 5 

Figure 5 presents the DIF values obtained by the polytomous DIF methods with differential category 

combination rule and F: R sample ratios based on the focus group sample size. 

 

Figure 5 

 The change in the DIF values in items based on focus group sample size  

 

 

The examination of the change in the DIF values in the items according to the focus group sample size 

in Figure 5 showed that the DIF values obtained from the large and small samples differed in the opposite 

direction in item 4, especially according to the Cox’s β and the Liu Agresti methods. Accordingly, Item 

4 tended to exhibit negative DIF in the small sample, while it exhibited positive DIF in the large sample. 

When the DIF values related to Item 9 were examined, it was found that the DIF values calculated for 

both sample sizes were positive, and the DIF values calculated in the large sample were generally large. 

Unlike other methods, higher DIF values were obtained in the small sample in the poly-SIBTEST 

method. The DIF values calculated in the small sample at 2:1 and 1:1 sample size ratios were mostly 
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below the critical value in the Cox’s β, the Liu Agresti and the MT methods. DIF values calculated on 

the basis of the conditions did not show a systematic pattern. 

Findings Related to Research Question 6 

Figure 6(a) presents the DSF values obtained by the AC-LOR method with differential category 

combination rule and F:R sample ratios based on the focus group sample size. 

 

Figure 6(a) 

The change in the DSF values in item steps based on focus group sample size (AC-LOR) 

 

 

In Figure 6(a), the examination of the change in the DSF values in the item steps according to the focus 

group sample size based on the AC-LOR method showed that higher DSF was obtained in cases where 

the focus group sample size was small in Step 1 of Item 4. Similarly, in other steps, large DSF values 

were obtained when the focus group sample was small. In the steps of Item 9 and Item 10, large DSF 

was observed in the small sample in general while DSF values were below critical values in the large 

sample. There was no systematic pattern on the basis of the conditions. 
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Figure 6(b) presents the DSF values obtained by the CU-LOR method with differential category 

combination rule and F:R sample ratios based on the focus group sample size. 

Figure 6(b) 

The change in the DSF values in item steps based on focus group sample size (CU-LOR) 

 

In Figure 6(b), the examination of the change in the DSF values in the item steps according to the focus 

group sample size based on the CU-LOR method showed that the DSF values calculated in the small 

and large samples in the 1st and 4th Steps of Item 4 were mostly below the critical value. In the other 

steps, while large DSF was mostly not observed in the small sample; quite large DSF values in the large 

sample drew attention. Similar results were obtained in the large and small samples in the steps of Item 

9 and Item 10, but slightly higher DSF values were obtained in the small sample. A systematic pattern 

was not obtained on the basis of the conditions. 

 

Findings Related to Research Question 7 

Table 5 presents the similarity ratios of the methods in classifying the item steps in terms of DSF 

according to the sample sizes. 
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Table 5 

The Similarity Ratios of the Methods in Classifying the Item Steps in Terms of DSF 

  

 

Amount of DSF (CU-LOR) 

 Sample size of focal group: 200 Sample size of focal group: 1000 

 Item  Large 

DSF 

Other  Total Similarity (%) Large 

DSF 

Other  Total Similarity (%) 

A
m

o
u

n
t 

o
f 

D
S

F
 (

A
C

-L
O

R
) 

 

I4 

Large 

DSF 

32 13 45 79.55 - 1 1 98.86 

Other  5 38 43 - 87 87 

Total 37 51 88 - 88 88 

 

I9 

Large 

DSF 

32 8 40 77.27 31 - 31 94.32 

Other 12 36 48 5 52 57 

Total 44 44 88 36 52 88 

 

I10 

Large 

DSF 

36 1 37 86.36 5 - 5 88.64 

Other  11 40 51 10 73 83 

Total 47 41 88 15 73 88 

Table 5 provides the number of steps that were marked/unmarked by the AC-LOR and CU-LOR 

methods as exhibiting large DSF based on sample size. When Turkey-Kazakhstan comparison was 

evaluated for all items and conditions, it was found that 136 (25.76%) steps showed large DSF based on 

both methods and it was determined that there was no large DSF compared to both methods in 326 

(61.74%) steps. However, in 43 (8.14%) steps, large DSF was detected compared to the CU-LOR 

method although the AC-LOR method did not mark these steps as large DSF. Likewise, large DSF was 

calculated according to the AC-LOR method in 23 steps (4.36%) which were marked as without large 

DSF by the CU-LOR method. The similarity rates in classifying the item steps of the methods in terms 

of DSF in this comparison changed from 77% to 86% for the focus group with sample size of 200, while 

they ranged from 89% to 99% for the focus group with sample size of 1000. Therefore, it can be argued 

that the similarity rates in classifying the item steps of the methods in terms of DSF were higher in the 

large sample. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

In this section, the results pertaining to the research problems were discussed in conjunction with the 

related literature.  

Examination of polytomous DIF detection methods (Cox’s β, Liu Agresti, MT, and poly-

SIBTEST) based on sample size and conditions 

The examination of the results obtained from the DIF detection methods shows that the DIF values 

obtained from Cox’s β, the Liu Agresti and MT methods were quite similar to each other in the small 

sample, while the DIF values obtained from the poly-SIBTEST method differed from the other methods. 

Among these methods, the poly-SIBTEST helped to detect the highest number of conditions that 

exhibited large DIF. Although compatible with other methods, the poly-SIBTEST method was found to 

be the method to detect the items that exhibited the most DIF and provided more sensitive results 

compared to other methods (Henderson, 2001; Mellor, 1995). It can be argued that the results obtained 

from the four methods were closest to each other when the sample size ratio was 1:3. However, it was 

stated that the DIF determination power of the methods tended to decrease with the increase in the 

sample size of the reference group versus the sample size of the focus group. And It was stated that Type 
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I error tends to increase in cases where the sample sizes of the reference and focus groups are equal 

(Wang & Su, 2004; Zwick, 2012) 

When the results obtained from DIF detection methods were analyzed in terms of focus group sample 

size, it was found that all methods provided parallel results when the sample size increased. The highest 

DIF values and the variability in these values on the basis of the conditions were obtained when the 

sample size ratios were 1:2 and 1:3. There are studies reporting that the statistical power ratios of the 

tests are highly affected by the sample size (Bolt, 2002; Kristjansson et al., 2005). Accordingly, it is 

stated that the methods have a higher statistical power ratio as the sample size increases (Yandı, 2017). 

When the DIF values obtained from the methods in this study were examined, it was found that the 

amount of large DIF was higher in the large sample, while the DIF values of the items in the small 

sample were mostly below the critical values. However, it was observed that the methods provided more 

consistent results in a large sample. 

Examination of DSF detection methods (AC-LOR and CU-LOR) according to sample size and 

conditions. A comparison of the AC-LOR and CU-LOR methods demonstrated that the DSF values 

obtained from the AC-LOR method in Steps 1 and 2 for Item 4 were higher than the DSF values obtained 

from the CU-LOR method. In the other steps of Item 4, the results obtained from the CU-LOR method 

were found to be higher. On the other hand, the examination of Item 9 demonstrated that the results 

obtained from the AC-LOR method in some conditions and the CU-LOR method in some conditions 

were higher in the first two steps, so there was no significant difference between the methods on the 

basis of the conditions. However, the values of DSF obtained from the CU-LOR method were higher in 

the other steps of Item 9 and all steps of Item 10. In their study comparing these two methods, Gattamorta 

and Penfield (2012) stated that there are more steps that exhibit medium to large DSF only according to 

the effect size in the AC-LOR method used in the adjacent categories approach. When analyzed 

according to both effect size and significance tests, it was seen that the number of steps exhibiting 

significant DSF was higher than the CU-LOR method used under the cumulative approach. Due to the 

smaller standard errors obtained with the CU-LOR method, it was stated that the results were more 

likely to be statistically significant compared to the AC-LOR method. On the other hand, due to the use 

of responses from all steps in the cumulative approach, the CU-LOR statistic has higher power than the 

AC-LOR statistic, which only uses responses in adjacent categories (Ayodele, 2017). 

When the DSF detection methods were examined according to sample sizes, it was seen that the DSF 

values obtained from both methods were higher when the sample was small compared to the large 

sample. While the same items (Item 4, Item 10) contained half and half DSF in the small sample; they 

exhibited almost no large DSF in the large sample. On the other hand, the similarity rates in the 

classification of the item steps of the methods in terms of DSF were higher in the large sample. It clearly 

shows the importance of the methods used, especially in small samples, when interpreting the invariance 

and ultimately deciding on the revision or removal of the item. 

When the classifications were examined regarding whether the item steps contained large DSF on the 

basis of methods, it was quite remarkable to note that the similarity rates of the methods were much 

higher in the large sample. Especially when the sample size was 1000, the percentages of agreement of 

the methods in the DSF classification made with the CU-LOR and AC-LOR methods of Item 4 and Item 

9 were quite high (99% and 94%). Therefore, it can be argued that the methods generated very consistent 

results, especially in the large sample, in classifying the items in terms of DSF. Parallel to this result, it 

has been stated in the literature that although the AC-LOR method provides higher DSF values in other 

DSF classifications, except for small DSF, both methods mostly generate consistent results (Gattamorta, 

2009). 

When the results of the methods were analyzed on the basis of sample size ratios and conditions, an 

increase was observed in the DSF values for some items at the same sample size, while a decrease was 

observed in the DSF values for some items. Therefore, it can be argued that sample size ratios did not 

have a significant effect on the results of DSF. On the other hand, although the examined conditions did 

not significantly affect the results, there were fluctuations in the results obtained from the AC-LOR 

method as the conditions changed. The results show parallelism on the basis of conditions in the CU-
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LOR method. In the literature, it is stated that the DSF values estimated under the cumulative approach 

are more stable than the DSF values estimated under the adjacent categories approach (Gattamorta & 

Penfield, 2012; Penfield, 2008). It was found that the pattern of the number of steps on the DSF results 

was not systematic in both methods, whether stable or not. Ayodele (2017) reached similar results and 

stated that the sample size ratio and the number of steps did not have a statistical and practical 

significance on the DSF values. Therefore, if the data is polytomous, using the data in its raw form 

without any changes in the data will produce more valid results. However, if category combining will 

be used for various reasons, it is recommended to combine categories in accordance with the nature of 

the research and the data, as which adjacent categories will be combined has no effect. 

When the frequency of marking the score categories related to the items was examined, it was observed 

that approximately half of the individuals concentrated on the first two options in Item 4, Item 9, and 

Item 10. However, the fact that more than half of the individuals in Turkey data marked the first option 

made the distribution of categories more skewed. When the creation of the conditions was examined in 

this context, it was seen that the 1st and 2nd most marked options were combined in conditions 1 and 3 

for three-category data and were combined in condition 4 for four-category data. The 4th and 5th least 

marked options were combined in conditions 1 and 2 for three-category data and in condition 6 for four-

category data. DIF analyses showed that the highest DIF values were mostly obtained in condition 2 

among conditions 1, 2, and 3 generated for the three-category data. When the four-category data 

(conditions 4, 5, 6 and 7) were evaluated among themselves, it can be argued that although there was no 

systematic pattern, more DIF was obtained in condition 6 compared to condition 4. The results of the 

DSF analysis demonstrated that the results of conditions 1 and 3, in which the first two options were 

combined in Step 1, differed from the results of condition 2. This differentiation was not systematic and 

the results of condition 2 were large in some items and small in some others. On the other hand, it can 

be argued that the DSF values obtained in Step 1 under the conditions created for the four-category data 

differed between condition 4 and the others. The direction of this differentiation was not standard, while 

the largest DSF value was obtained in condition 4 for some items, the smallest DSF amount was obtained 

for some others in condition 4. 

 

Examination of the results obtained from Polytomous DIF and DSF detection methods together 

The examination of the studies on DIF and DSF shows that there are studies in which DIF/DSF analyses 

are performed simultaneously (Akour et al., 2015) or DIF analysis is performed first and then DSF 

analysis is performed only on DIF-containing items (Miller et al., 2010). Akour et al. (2015) stated that 

items that do not exhibit large DSF in any of their steps also do not exhibit DIF. However, it has been 

observed that Type I error is high in some methods that determine DIF when there is no DSF in the item 

steps (Ayodele, 2017). In other words, although it is rare, cases where a non-DIF-containing item was 

marked as DIF were encountered in some of the methods. When the results obtained from this study 

were examined, it was found that Item 4, which did not exhibit DSF at any step in the large sample, was 

below the critical values of the DIF analysis results, that is, it did not exhibit DIF. On the other hand, 

when the DSF results for Item 9 were examined when the sample size ratio was 1:1 in the small sample, 

the DSF values obtained in Steps 1 and 4 were found to be high and with opposite signs. When the DIF 

results of the related item were examined, it was determined that the item was not DIF according to most 

of the methods at the same sample size. This may be due to the fact that the DSF values with opposite 

signs observed in the steps reduce the DIF effect to almost zero. If DSF analysis is not performed on 

items that do not exhibit DIF, information about the DSF values of the steps cannot be obtained. 

Therefore, it should be kept in mind that important information about the steps may be overlooked if 

you first perform the DIF analysis and then perform the DSF analysis only on the DIF-containing items. 

As a matter of fact, many DIF detection methods have been reported to show relatively low power when 

the DSF values change in sign and size across steps (Ankenmann et al., 1999; Chang et al., 1996; 

Penfield & Algina, 2003; Wang & Su, 2004). Therefore, while making decisions for item revision or 

item removal, it is recommended to perform a DSF analysis on all items, not only on the items with DIF. 
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When the DIF and DSF analyses were examined together, it was found that in cases where the DIF 

amount was the highest, the DSF values obtained from the steps of the relevant items varied, but the 

signs stayed the same. 
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